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SUMMARY

The report describes the work and results of the past
year on this contract to investigate the pressures on slender
bodies at high incidence. Results are presented from two
models used to investigate the transient nature of the pressures
and from one model with two interchangeable noses used only for
determining time-averaged pressures. The results show a
dependence on roll angle but indicate that a regular and
universal state may exist for the flow, and any other states
are perturbations between the two possible hands of the regular
state.

Local side force and normal force distributions are
presented which show that both are affected by the vortex flow
field. The investigations have largely been performed in a
low speed, very low turbulence wind tunnel.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This is the second annual-report as part of this contract
concerning the pressures and side forces on axisynmetric bodies
at high incidence and consequently an introduction into the
background of this work has already been presented in the first
annual report (Ref. 1). Little further is needed here except
to emphasise the fact that most previous work in this field has
shown that it is very difficult to achieve meaningful experi-
mental results. The available literature shows great scatter
within and between different tests, and this study is in part
an attempt to resolve this position by acquiring some under-
standing of the important factors which have perhaps been over-
looked in the past. Great care and attention have been taken
over experimental details, as mentioned in Pef. 1, and some
progress has been made. The two most important conclusions
from Ref. 1 are that the surface pressures on a rigidly clamped
model are vastly more steady in a stream of turbulence level
equal to 0.01% than tl,-i ar,: .. a stri,am of turbulence level
0.7%, and that the surface pressure2 are dependent on roll angle
even in the low turbulence stream.

These two conclusions alone help to explain some of the
inconsistencies found in previous literature between nominally
similar tests, where such fine details are possibly overlooked.
In fact roll angle on an axisymmetric body has no real meaning
between any two different bodies but is confined solely to the
orientation of one body relative to a datum. However, no
satisfactory explanation has yet been offered concerning the
causes of roll angle effect and little work has been done to
understand the important factors involved. It is part of
this contract to try to gain this understanding and hence to
establish a sensible data base.

Details of work carried out subsequent to the preparation
of Ref. 1 are presented.
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2. APPARATUS

The wind tunnel used for the majority of this work is the
1.2 m x 0.9 m low turbulence wind tunnel at R.A.E. Farnborough,
which has a contraction ratio of 31.1:1 giving a turbulence
level of about 0.01%. Additionally reference is made to some
tests made in the 2.1 m x 1.5 m wind tunnel at Bristol University
which has a contraction ratio of 5:1 and a turbulence level of
0.7%. Also some exploratory flow visualisation tests have been
made in the 1.1 m circular open jet wind tunnel at Bristol
University.

The basic model used is that as detailed in Ref. 1. It
consists of a nose section with several screw-in cylindrical
sections of 51 mm diameter. Two of these sections each contain
2 measuring stations which consist of 4 pairs of pressure
tappings as shown in Fig. 1. In later tests a third identical
section was made. Additi,;rally there i-1 a dummy section which
can be inserted to increase -ie t-izcci pressure measurement
length of the model. This is fitted on to a constant diameter
support body which is rigiuiy clamped and secured to the wind
tunnel, as detailed in Ref. 1.

A second model was constructed and is shown in Fig. 2.
This was made with a tight push fit between the sections instead
of a screw fit and held together by rods passing through the
inside of the model. This system makes it easier to obtain the
correct orientation between adjoining sections. The model
diameter was made 38 mm so that greater wind speeds could be
used for given Reynolds numbers and hence larger pressure
differences could be measured. This model was clamped in the
same manner as previously. More about the model design is
given later.

A third arrangement was also used. This is the model
(but with new tubing) that was used in Hunt's and Lamont's work
(Ref. 2) for non-transient pressure measurements at Bristol
University (Fig. 3). It consists of a nose section and several
screw-in sections of 51 mm diameter, each 51 mm long. Each
section contains 2 measuring stations, and each measuring
station consists of 36 equally spaced pressure tappings. There
are 5 of these sections. These, together with the dummy
section of the first model (Fig. 1), enable pressure distri-
butions to be obtained around the model at a total of 20
stations, though 2 of these are repeats when the dummy is Pdded,
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and act as a check. This gives 18 different stations all
together. This model is used to obtain the force distribution
along the model, obtained by integrating the pressures.

Pressure measurement on the first two models, used for
measuring transient pressures, was obtained as discussed in
Ref. 1. Matched pressure transducers were backed with a
suitably damped free stream static pressure and connected to
tappings placed symmetrically at ± 75 (usually) from the
leading body generator, and their difference obtained elec-
trically. The transducers were inside the body on short
lengths of tube capable of transmitting pressure fluctuations of
up to at least 400 Hz without significant attenuation.

The difference so obtained was passed through a galvano-
meter drive amplifier to a u/v recorder. The electrical
circuit is shown in Fig. 4.

The system for the mulii-pressure tapped model was
different. The transient pressure behaviour was not needed,
only the mean value being necessary. The pressure tubes used
were quite long and terminated in 10 Scanivalve rings, one per
model station. A data-logger system was used to drive the
Scanivalve and record the pressures from a single pressure
transducer. The pressure from each tube was read 3 times,
after allowing a suitable settle time, and all the readings
stored on paper tape. It was possible to keep a rough check
on the pressures during the experiments using the u/v recorder,
if necessary, as shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 5.

-3-
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3. TEST PROGRAMME

The results presented in Ref. 1 made it quite clear that
even in the low turbulence flow of the R.A.E. tunnel the model
being used suffered from roll angle effects. This raised
several important points concerning this type of flow over
inclined slender bodies, and the recent research has been
directed towards them. The first aim was to try to construct
a highly accurate model that shows no roll angle effect and if
this could be done then to see if the pressures could be
influenced in a predictable manner by minor modifications to
the nose. The second aim was to see if the roll angle effect
could be correlated to observable or measurable features of
the model. Hence, the critical region on such body shapes for
model asymmetries must be found. The third aim was to inves-
tigate the roll angle effect, to see if any evidence of change
of vortex position can be observed by flow visualisation methods,
and to check on the sectional side force spacing by detailed
pressure measurement.

A variety of tests has been conducted with more than one
model. The tests concerned with transient pressure measurement
have been perforned in the manner detailed in Ref. 1, and the
warning concerning the slightly subjective nature of such
results still applies.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 High accuracy model

The previously mentioned new model was designed and con-
structed in order to see if the variation with roll angle could
be eliminated by the use of a model of very high accuracy. The
model was based on the previous design and results, but made to
include more and better spacing of possible test roll angles
(Fig. 2).

The previous results showed that the smoothest pressures
with a large pressure difference using the mode; with a 3 calibre
ogive nose occurred at an incidence of about 50 at a station
x/L = 5 calibres from the nose tip. The prsssure difference is
measured as before at angles of +75 and -75 from the leading
body generator. Thi2- -se had been used as a'standard' case
in previous tests and cK . e prime case for the new
model. To avoid any body joins upcstream of the measuring
station the nose and forebody up to '713 calibres from the tip
were manufactured in one piece. Only one measuring station was
included to avoid any possible roughness effects from upstream
pressure tappings. The rest of the model sections were made
to join with tight push fits rather than screw fits in order to
facilitate the alignment of adjoining sections. The whole model,
Fig. 2, was held together by rods passing through the inside, and
the model was clamped securely in support pylons as for the
previous model (Ref. 1). The calibre size of the model was
reduced to 38 mm, the smallest practicable, so that higher wind
speeds could be used for given Reynolds numbers, and hence higher
pressures would be measured. The pressure tappings were fitted
at angles to give the best roll angle coverage with fewest
tappings. It was planned also to be able to fit new measuring
sections as required. The whole model was made in aluminium
alloy in the Departmental Workshops to the highest tolerances
they could achieve. When finished the model nose piece was
measured on a Talyrond machine at R.A.E. Farnborough to deter-
mine the smoothness and roundness. The nose only was measured
as this is considered the most important region. The results
showed that the maximum departure from roundness was less than
3 microns over the entire length of the nose section, and the
roughness was obviously much less than this, of the order of
micron maximum. See Table 1 for details. Although this is

a very good finish it is probably possible to improve it by
working in stainless steel rather than in the aluminium alloy,
as this is too soft for a good polished finish.
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The tests on the model were carried out in the manner
used for the previous model. Great care was taken during

tests that the model was handled only with soft leather gloves.
The transient pressure difference was recorded on u/v paper and
mean readings taken from it. The traces were similar in form

to those obtained before with the larger model. An example is

shown in Fig. 6. Testin was p~rformed at Reynolds numbers

of 0.5 x 10 and 1.0 x 10 at 50 incidence.

It was possible to test 7 different roll angles, wh; -

could be set up accurately to within a few minutes of the
nominal value. The results showed that at both the lower
(Fig. 7) and higher (Fig. 8) Reynolds number there was still a

variation with roll angle and this was no less than it had been
with the previous larger model. However, this does not mean

that it is impossible to eliminate roll angle effects, as an
even more precise model could probably be made, but it does show

that it is a very difficilt ';a:1:!,. Vhat Aas more disturbing is
that certain of the results did not repeat very well although
very great care had been taken in setting up the model each time.

It should be said that if the model were set up and a test
performed then the result would repeat very well if the test
were immediately reconducted. However, if the model were
disturbed, say to a different test condition, and then returned
carefully to its original setting, then it may not repeat the
previous result.

This immediately seems rather unfortunate but the possible
reasons may be explained later by the notion of a 'regular' state
and disturbances from it, particularly as the more repeatable

results are for the maximum AC values. These are of similar
magnitude to the maximum valueR obtained with the larger model.

More tests were also performed at incidences of 400 and

600 in which the method of testing was to set up the model roll
angle and leave it unchanged while tests were performed at each
incidence of 40 , 500 and 600 at Reynolds numbers 0.5 x l05 and

1.0 x l01. This was done for 6 roll angles. Figures 9 and
10 show the magnitude of the measured AC against roll angle for
each incidence. It can be seen that generally the roll angle
variation is of the same form for each incidence. Note that
the station x/D = 5 is in the girst half cycle of side force
distribut;on at a = 400 and 50 but in the second half cycle
at a: 60 . The sign changes are not shown for clarity, ut
these occur for each incidence at the same roll angle, 150
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This might be expected if it is the asymmetries on the model that
cause the roll angle variation.

These results show that it is difficult to eliminate roll
angle variations but they do not help in determining which aspect
of model geometry is the cause.

4.2 58 mm Transient pressure test model

it seems very likely that the roll angle variation is
caused by the model asymmetries which are somehow affecting the
vortex flow field in the lee of the body. A mechanism by which
this may be occurring is through the stability of the initially
symmetric twin vortex system at the most upstream part of the
body over the nose. If the stability of this system is highly
sensitive to small changes, then perhaps the body asymmetries
could be large enough to cause changes in the location of the
onset of instability. This could hence lead to the vortex
pattern sliding axially along the body as the roll angle varies.
Due to the resultant different shedding positions of the
asymmetric vortices they may also obtain different strengths,
which probably means that the distribution pattern itself would
change as it slides up or down the body. This shifting of the
vortex pattern would be reflected in the pressure measurements

made experimentally resulting in a change in the mean pressure
difference AC . This has been observed already. More con-
clusive evideJce could be obtained if the distribution of ACp
is found along the body for different roll angles.

In order to achieve the necessary axial coverage two new
measuring sections were made to the same design as on the

original model and made to mate together so that the roll align-
ment is constant along the length of the body. Measurements
were taken of the transient pressure difference AC in the
manner previously described at an incidence of 50 . Due to
the time necessary to obtain readings all along the body length
the tests were restricted to 2 roll angles. The zero roll
datum was chosen as in previous tests this corresponde8 to a
maximum value of AC obtained at station x/D = 5 at 50
incidence, and also e 30 roll was chosen because this produced
the largest difference in reading from the zero roll case at
the same station.

The tests covered the axial length from x/D = 4 to
x/D = at Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x l0 5 and 1.0 x 105. The
mean pressure difference AC is shown plotted in Fig. 11. It

p
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should be noted that the side forces will not be exactly pro-
portional to these pressure differences but are clearly related
to them. It can be seen that the effect of roll angle is
indeed to shift the distribution along the model, and there has
been only a small effect on the amplitudes of the readings. The
sign has changed. Clearly an encouraging result worthy of
further investigation. Previous experimental work of Lamont
and Hunt (Ref. 2) had shown that there was no shift of side
force distribution with roll angle, only a change in magnitude.
However, this was in a very turbulent flow.

A new testing method was devised in order to increase
the speed of data collection, otherwise it would take a pro-
hibitively long time to carry out a full test programme. Instead
of mounting the pressure transducers inside the model or short
lengths of tube, as had been the previous practice, the pressure
tappings had long lengths of plastic tube connected to them
which led outside of the wind tunnel into the observation room.
The transducers were then connected across the appropriate pair
of tubes as necessary. This considerably speeded up the test
time as it was no longer necessary to break down the model for
each station change. In fact the model remained totally intact
throughout the test period, but change of roll angle and
incidence were still performed from within the tunnel. This
test technique limited the information available from the u/v
recordings to only the mean pressure difference AC , as the
tubes were too long to transmit the unsteadiness wthout severe
attenuation. However, it was the mean values which were of
most interest.

The first tests carried out in this manner were checks
to verify that this system worked satisfactorily, and were
repeats of the last set of transient pressure tests as mentioned
above. The results, presented in Figs. 12 and 13, show good
agreement. A full test series was performe coverng the range
of parameters as follows; incidence from 30 to 70 , 6 roll
angles, Reynolds numbers from 0.5 x l05 to 1.5 x l0s, 6 axial
body stations. The results are presented in Figs. 14 to 22.
Although there are certain obvious exceptions, the results do
tend to fall into a pattern which is best shown at an incidence
of 500 in Fig. 18. The main features are as follows. The
distribution shows the same type of oscillating pattern 8s
occ 8 rs for side force. The results at roll angles of 0 ,

150 and 330 are virtually in perfect agreement, as is the
result at 1800 roll except at large distances from the nose.
The distribution at 2100 roll is similar in magnitude but
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switched in sign, again departing at large downstream distance-.
At 30 roll angle the distribution is switched, shifted and
differs in magnitude.

The results at other incidences are similar ;n nat8 re
except that the 0 distributions at roll angles of 180 , 210 and
particularly 30 may show even greater differences from the
three at 0 , 150 and 3300 which always agree with each other.

It seems that the flow at 00, 1500 and 3300 appears to
be in some kind of 'regular' state and is perturbed from it at
the other roll angles, due probably to the model asymmetries.
As the flow over the model nose tip is of a highly three-
dimensional nature it is unlikely that small model imperfections
will be having exactly the same effect over the entire incidence
range, although any large imperfections probably will have
significant effects throughout the range, leading to the
identifiable trends detailed above.

Before these tests, and the previous set of transient
pressure measurement tests, an accident happened to the model
resulting in a dent near the nose tip. Using photographic
techniques the nominal dimensions and position of the dent were
determined and are shown in Fig. 23. Also the orientations of
the dent relative to the freestream crossflow direction for each
roll angle are presented. Although a convincing interpretation
which will explain all the variations in the results cannot be
postulated, it is worth noting that at roll angles of 00 and 330 °

the dent is probably downstream of the crossflow separation
point and may not be affecting the flow, and at 150 roll it is
symr.etrically placed upstream and may be too near the leading
generator to have an influence. At the other three roll angles
it is more asymmetrically placed and does seem to be located at
more sensitive positions. This cannot lead to a full explana-
tion of the variation in results as it cannot explain the
variations at high x/D but it does give hope that there is a
prospect of obtaining reproducible results, certainly for the
'regular' state. It can be hoped that the 'regular' state is
a universal one not dependent upon the model and test facility,
a possibility which is worthy of investigation.

In order to assist in an investigation of this nature, it
was planned to use the new 38 mm calibre model in a manner
similar to these last tests, obtaining mean pressure differences
through long lengths of tubing. Unfortunately, the Departmental

-9-
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Workshops made a poor job of adding the necessary extra
pressure tappings, with the result that the surface became
marked near the tappings to such an extent that it was decided
bet.er not to continue with the tests at that time. Fortunately
the model nose region remained unscathed, so it may be possible
to conduct the tests at a later date if desirable, and if it

can be shown that the marks will have little effect on the

results.

4.3 Multi-pressure tapped model

Following on from the results obtained for a mean

pressure difference across the body it became clear that there
may be a 'regular' state for the flow, and this state should be
investigated more fully. In order to do so a multi-pressure
tapped body has been used. This is the same body as that used

by Lamont and Hunt (Re! ' in erl- ' ,ork in the Bristol
University wind tunnel. 'hu dl ::ists of a nose section

plus five screw-on measuring sections. Each 5o mm calibre

measuring section has 2 stations of 36 pressure tappings. By
using a suitable dummy section it is possible to obtain

rendings at 18 different stations plus 2 repeat stations at the
body/dummy junction, as shown in Fig. 3. New pressure tubing
was fitted to the model that would reach out of the wind tunnel
into the observation room and allow mean pressure values to be
obtained via a Scanivalve and data-logger system.

In order to ensure that the model nose roll alignment

remains constant with or without the dummy section in place, it
was necessary to manufacture a new dummy section in the Work-

shops. Unfortunately while the screw fit was being accurately
made the nose tip was damaged and subsequently had to be re-
formed. This obviously makes it impossible to relate directly

any previous results to those obtained in subsequent tests,
except for the 'regular' state.

Additionally, in order to check upon the validity of a
universal 'regular' state, a new nose was manufactured out of
stainless steel to the same specification, i.e. a 3 calibre
tangent ogive nose. Comparison of results between the two
noses may determine if there is indeed a universal 'regular'
state.

The nature of the testing is such that each test takes
a long time, restricting the number of results which have so

far been obtained. The pressures can be checked to a certain

1
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extent during the testing, but the readings themselves have to
be processed by computer at Bristol. Each pressure is read
three times and the average value calculated. These are con-
verted into pressure coefficients, and then plotted by computer.
Inspection of the plots reveals any erroneous readings, for
example due to pressure tubes blocked or such like. Readings
are then corrected and fed into a second program which integrates
the circumferential pressure distributions and produces the side
force and normal force coefficients based on cross-flow dynamic
iead at each measuring station. Note that usually less than 1%
of the readings are in error.

The testing so far has covered, apart from the initial
setting up test at 900 in8 iden8 e, only one incidence angle,
3J, and roll angles o, 0 , 30 , 600 and 900 at a Reynolds

numr:er 1.0 x l05 for both noses. The results are shown as
.,-,e fcrce and normal force distributions in Figs. 24 to 31.

:ne first point to note is the good agreem.nt at stations
X/ = 71 and x/D = 8 (in all cases) where the readings are
measured first with the nose section attached to the measuring
sections and then repeated with the dummy section in place.
This shows that the addition of the dummy did not affect the
flew significantly.

The next and most important feature is the excellent
agreement shown between certain of the results.

Considering firstly the side force distribution it caq
be see that the curves for the old nose at roll angles of 0
and 30 (Figs. 24 and 26) and the steel nose at P = o (Fig.
25) are almost identical, and the old nose at P 90= (Fig.
30) shows excellent agreement except that the curve is inverted,
corresponding to an exactly switched state. The other curves
do not correspond to these or any pair to one another. It is
also noticeable that the greatest local side force, presumably
corresponding to the strongest vortex pattern, occurs for the
cases which are in agreement.

These results obviously lead to the conclusion that
there will indeed be a 'regular' state for the flow, which may
be of either hand as the sign of the output has little signifi-
cance, and the 'regular' state will be universal for all bodies
of the same specification. Other vortex flow patterns are
possible but these are present only as disturbances from the
fregular' state, generally when the body is at a roll orientation

- 11 -
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corresponding to a position between the 'regular' state of one
hand and the other. This is illustrated in Fig. 32 where thc
maximum local side force coefficient has been plotted against
roll angle for each nose and shows the trend indicated above.
The non-regular states correspond to a change in both strength
and position of the associated vortices, as previously postu-
lated. The position of the start of the asymmetry in the
flow is produced at different axial stations leading to the
asymmetric vortices being shed at different stations, and with
different strengths.

If the value of local side force coefficient is related
directly to asymmetric vortex strength, and as yet this is nt
clear, then the stronger the first asymmetric vortex the earlier
it is shed. This is illustrated in Fig. 33 where the value of
the maximum local side force coefficient in the first half-
cycle cf the distribution is plotted against the axial station

-f the first node point, for all tests from both noses.

he 'regular' state is likely to be the one of most
importance to the project engineer as it involves the largest
forces. It is notable that in the particular cases tested the
least perfect of the two noses, the old nose, tends most toward
the 'regular' state. This is very encouraging because, although
tese are limited data which do not indicate that the old nose
iiL necessarily show the greatest overall tendency towards the
'regular' state, it does mean that even imperfect models can be
used in wind tunnel tests and still effective results can be
obtained, providing the tests are carried out properly and
carefully.

More evidence of a universal 'regular' state can be
provided by comparison of the transientopressure difference
results on the two models used. At 50 incidence there is a
tendency for the most repeatable results for a given roll angle
on the 3e mm model (Figs. 7 and 8) to be those providing thc
largest output, indicative of the strongest vortex pattern.
T"ne output was generally at or near the largest for most roll
angles, and the largest value, AC 2.2, is also the largest
value obtained ith the I mm modil under the same conditions
(see, for exami.le, Per. 1, Figs. 17, 18 and 24). If these are
corresponding tc the 'regular' state then they indicate a
universal result.

The local normal f.rce coefficient distribution is also
shown in Figs. 24 to 11. In the cases corresponding to the

- 12-



'regular' state the normal force distributions also agree very
well. it can be seen that the asymmetric vortex pattern does
have an effect on the normal force though it is difficult to
ascertain this effect precisely. However, it can be seen that
when there is a strong vortex pattern the local normal force
ccefficient is high, and reduces down to a more usual value
associated with crossflow laminar drag when the vortex pattern
is weak. This is true both for cases where there is never a
strong vortex pattern, e.g. Fig. 28, or where the pattern is
strong at upstream stations but grows weaker at downstream
stations, as in the majority of the cases. This has probably
not been appreciated before by most experimenters. These
normal force distributions also add credence to the notion of
a universal 'regular' state.

it will be interesting to see what results are achieved
in future tests. It is planned to introduce some new equip-
ment to speed up data acquisition before any more tests are
undertaken but clearly many more tests covering a much greater
range of parameters are necessary before these conclusions can
be fully justified but it opens up an exciting possibility. If
it can be shown that there is a 'regular' state which is
universal for all similar models then many of the problems
previously associated with high incidence aerodynamics can be
overcome, by ensuring that tests are always carried out in this
'regular' state. This may involve more testing than was
previously necessary to ensure that measurements will be taken
in this state but it does then mean that the results achieved
will have a universal significance, not confined solely to the
model under test. This would also help to explain why the
previous literature available on high incidence aerodynamics
contains so many anomalies. If tests have been performed at
arcitrary roll angles then the results are likely to be just
as arbitrary. In future, tests could be performed correctly
and a whole new set of data collected on effects of such things
as nose bluntness, M Iach number, Reynolds number, turbulence,
etc. These would correspond to the 'regular' state which is
probably the case the designer or project engineer is most
interested in.

-13-



5. ADDITIONAL WORK

5.1 Flow visualisation

During this period work has also been progressing at a
low priority on suitable methods of flow visualisation. This
has largely involved testing in the Bristol University 1.1 m
circular open jet wind tunnel. While this facility is not
suitable for obtaining final results due to its small size and
poor flow quality it is very convenient and easy to use and
provides a good means of developing flow visualisaticn methods.

It is hoped that by finding suitable techniques it will
be possible to relate the flow field structure to the pressures
and forces developed on the body. Although it is obvious that
the alternating pressures and forces along an inclined body are
dependent on the vortex shedding many of the details are still
unknown.

Several methods of visualisation have been tried with

differing success.

5.1.1 Smoke and helium bubbles

Both methods involve a means of injecting something
into the flow upstream of the model. This immediately causes
a problem in itself, as the presence of a probe or other
injector upstream of the model will add turbulence to the flow
over the model. Also the helium bubbles impinge on the model
and coat it in soap solution. It has also been found that at
test speeds corresponding to the Reynolds numbers used in the
pressure tests more smoke is required than can be produced.
The helium bubbles are better in this respect although care
must be taken in lighting the bubbles correctly and adequately.
It is found that photographing the bubbles gives the best
results if the shutter speed is fairly slow to produce streak
lines from the bubbles.

Placing the injector into the flow in the lee of the body
overcomes the problem of causing upstream turbulence, but poses
the problem of what effect it may be having on the lee flow,
and also does not show so much flow detail. More about this
later.

5.1.2 Spinners

Spinners nave been used to track the vortex cores behind
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the body fairly successfully. However, they have drawbacks
in that their position cannot be readily determined and they
give no indication of the steadiness of the flow pattern.
Additionally it is hard to tell if some of the flow details
have been omitted, and it is impossible to get very close to
the body. They may also be affecting the flow.

5.1.3 Wool tuft probes

Wool tuft piobes have been tried. The same comments
apply as for spinners except that it is possible to prcbe closer
to the body.

A wool tuft probe was tried in the wind tunnel at P.A.E.
Farnborough, not in a particularly scientific manner, but whilst
it was possible to observe simultaneously the pressure
difference AC . This showed that fcr the majority of positions
downstream of the body the probe had no effect on AC , unless
very close to the nose tip region. Further downstream, even
ahead of the pressure ports, it had no noticeable effect on
the pressures. It was possible to locate approximately the
attached body vortices along the body length, and these are
skStched in Fig. 34 for the 38 mm calibre body at incidence
50 and Reynolds number 0.5 x l05 for two different roll angles.
Note the different patterns, resulting in different measured
ACp values.

The fact that this probe could be placed in the vortex
flow field is encouraging.

5.1.4 Wool tuft grids

In view of this result it may be possible to use wool
tuft grids in the flow in the lee of the body, recording the
results photographically. As there seems to be very little
information available on the design or relative dimensions of
wool tuft grids a limited study has been conducted. This
involved the construction of four small grids each 12 cm square
and mounted on handles about 1 m long. Each grid was con-
structed of fine wire, the differing mesh sizes being 1.0 cm,l.5 cm
2.0 cm and 3.0 cm. At the wire crossover points the wool
tufts were attached, each tuft being the same length as the
grid size. These grids were then held behind the inclined
body in the flow of the open jet wind tunnel. It immediately
became obvious that the tufts were not pliant enough, so they
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were redesigned. Instead of being attached directly to the
wire the tufts were connected to fine pieces of cotton of
length 1 cm, which were in turn attached to the wire grid
crossovers. This design, as expected, proved much better.
It then became a choice of the most appropriate grid size and
tuft size. The 1.5 cm size seems about the optimum to show
up the flow features, although none have been tested whilst
the model surface pressures were being monitored. This must
be done in order to detect any interference the grid may be
having on the flow. A larger area, better constructed and
mounted grid would be used for proper tests if these results
prove promising.

Problems associated with all the above techniques are
mounting of appropriate lighting and cameras in the R.A.E. wind
tunnel, which would be more difficult than in the Bristol
University open jet wind tunnel where there is free access all
around the working section.

5.1.5 Surface flow

Some tests have been carried out in the open jet wind
tunnel to develop this technique and some encouraging results
have been obtained. On a model comprising a nose section, a
dummy section and the support body some very detailed surface
flow patterns have been produced using Day-Glo pigment in
paraffin with a very small quantity of Oleic acid. The major
problems associated with this method are as follows. The body
surface is no longer the same as it was without the oil film.
This, of course, can have a major effect on the flow that
develops, so it will be necessary to monitor the surface
pressures simultaneously. However, the oil may well run into
the pressure tappings and block them, unless the body is only
partially covered resulting in a limited area of visualisation.
This may be practical, but would be of most use provided the
pressures over the body are not altered by the oil coating.
Interpretation of the surface flow patterns can be very complex,
judging from preliminary results. It may well prove quite
difficult to correlate the flow patterns to the measured
surface pressures for a given flow condition, and also to
determine the larger flow features in the lee of the body.

However, if the technique can be made to work satisfac-
torily it will be well worth doing as it can be used at proper
test speeds easily. The method developed at Bristol can
easily be used at P.A.E. as no special lighting is required

-16-
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actually on the model during the tests. The results can be
reocrded photographically quite easily and well, preferably
using ultraviolet illumination in a dark room, as the Dny-gbo
pignent shows up well in this manner.

5.2 Wind tunnel constraint

One problem associated with any wind tunnel testinF is
the effect of the constraint of the wind tunnel walls on the
flow. This can manifest itself in a number of ways depending
on the particular tests being performed. In the experiments
performed in this study it is thought that the primary problems
Will be concerned with lift interference and blockage.

5.2.1 Lift interference

In wind tunnel lift interference the wall constraints
effectively produce a change in incidence at the model. The
amount of the change is related to the lift developed by the
body and the proximity of the walls. With small models the
total model lift can be used to calculate the change, but with
longer models the incidence change will vary along the body
length effectively producing a curvature in the streamlines.
The amount of incidence change can be calculated by relating
tne lift developed to vortex strength. The vortex produces
images in the walls, and these cause the incidence change. Of
course, the images themselves produce images and so on ad
infinitum, although the more distant reflections have very
little effect on the flow in the wind tunnel. This can be
modelled mathematically and Garner in Ref. 3 gives an expression
that might be used for finding the induced upwash velocity for
long slender models in rectangular tunnels. The lift dis-
tribution is represented by a series of point lifts and then the
downwasn can be calculated at any given point from the following
expression:-

w.i LN -b 2 a Ix - xN
U E 2 - Y 8 I y - YN z - zN]

N pWy2 b2  y L z N

+ Wc ' b b b - We xb x b

_____ __c______z z hSb + --b - $ b ' b

x -x y- b + YN (Eqn.1)-- b Ebql
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where

(2, y' - = g 7 [W (x, 2 - mb, z - 2nh)](Eqn.2)

whe re
y2 _Z 2  x[(y2+z2)(x2+y2_2z2) - 2x2z2 ]

- -(~yz + (Ean. 3)
y W z 2 + z 2  (y 2 +z 2 )2 (x2+y2+z2)3/2

This is obviously a very complicated expression so a
computer program was written to perform the calculation. The
expression involves the summation of terms from -- to +o, for
strict accuracy, but this is impractical. Instead the calcu-
lation was performed several times with the number of summations
increasing each time until the resultant answer varies only
slowly with each increase. The equations give the resultant
overall downwash due to the primary vortex system and its
images. In calculating the effect of the wind tunnel wall
constraints only the downwash due to the images need be
included, so the first part of the expression

W - ' y - YN' z - zNJ

can be excluded.

Some exploratory calculations have been performed
making some assumptions about the lift and its distribution
based on results obtained by Lamont and Hunt (Ref. 2). The
case chosen was 50 incidence and the calculations performed
for the planes containing the lift and the side force. This
was considered one of the worst cases as large forces are
developed on the body at large distances from the tunnel centre-
line, and also there is a reasonable amount of available data
to work from. In both planes it was found that summations
from -4 to +4 representing 4 image sets from each pair of walls
was well adequate for the calculation. The change in
incidence at the selected points along the body for which the
calgulations were performed was quite small, of the order of
0.1 . This showed that in fact it is probably not worth
attempting to correct the results for change of incidence
due to lift interference, although for correctness and complete-
ness a fuller investigation will be undertaken at a later date.
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flc ki f: o2 ats a--rise in widtunnel tes ting, because
th e walls coc-,ra n t..-e ao-r to flow throliEh a smller cross-
sectional area tan It wculd .f tne constraints were not there.
This Ls because tnt the model and its wake occupy come o f the
ava iI at . a r~ te a i forced to Increas3e in steed

ohr~~~the smaler Pgap, and It ;s also zozssltle that the
tCSitl4on of flow secaration points_ may bce affected. ( s

rn shw (e. hat_ even for quite ig-.h 'bl-'ockages th
ccaato oints -1u c (;ircular cylinders d~o not vatry. h Te-

uoo-*n an t e ff ect L s u s uall t1 a ke n t o b e a s I e L_ reae -
freeStream velocity- related tc "he volur.me ditiuto f btn
toe body and the wake.

Standard net.hods- can te used fo'-r calcul.ating- bol"' '1
tody and wake blo)ckAage If -_ i- ess(_-3entially streamlin4 flow

or MaskellrRef. -) a method suitable for bcluff body
flIow .

Howeertnecurrent tests seem to fall somewhere between
the two and make the estoi-ation of blockage 3ffect diffi-cult.
The calculation -is also- compl-ted by the presence of quite
large model -uoport struts- ceing placed in the flow behi nd the
model. In viscidi calculations show that the struts would
normally have very li.ttle effect on the unconstrained flow over
the body, buit iot may have a blockage effect due to the wl
constraints.

Several methodsi have been studied including, those of
Makll(e. ) acrl (e.6) and Peitzman (Ref. 7), but

no conclusions can yet be made concerning the size of any
bl)c',^age effects or corrections which ought to be made. T1'h Is
±s _-ill a matter of con~tinuing study, but it 1s felt that
even if thna correction terms are moderately large it will not
affect the basic research wnicn is beirng undert5)ken.



6. PUBLICAT:NS

The authors presented a paper at the AGAPE FDP
Symposium on high incidence aerodynamics held in Sandefjord,
Norway, in the period Lth - 6th October, 1978. The paper was
based on work carried out under this contract and has appeared
in the conference proceedings, Ref. 8.
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7. L-CNCLIZ -Cr

The main concus on to be drawn from this work is that
results are dependent o n roll angle but that there mlght exist
a 'regular' state for the flow and other states are pertur-
bations from this. In any complete roll traverse the flow
would -end to remain it -he 'regular' state or its switched
conditio , or otherwise ..-ould be in some intermediate state

etw,,-;en the t'Ao. rn r.e non-regular states the associated
vortices are of a Jiffe.rent Strength and Position. This is
c-nsistent t -ie not on that the roll angle dependen C is
produced b,7 small dioturbances affecting the stability of the
two initial nse vortices and sulb-equent growth of asymmetry.
it is the 'regular' state which produces "he largest forces,
and the 'regular' state will probably be universal, i.e. any
models of similar geometry will have the came 'regular' state.
This is an !lnortant ccnclo< or as it means that as long as
tests are performed in this 'regular' ate they should always
be reproducible. It was also found that the pressures on two
different sized similar models were 3ime'far, which is further
evidence of a universal regular state. A result of these
conclusions is that future tests, which must be done to verify
the results obtained and to expand the range of the data
collected., can be conducted meaningfully and properly.

Information obtained showed that the local normal force
varied witi. the strength of the vortex flow field. Wh,!en there
is a strong vortex flow field oresent the local normal force
coefficient is high, reducing tc a more usually accepted level
when the vortices are weaker. This has not been observed
before.
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9. NOTATION

AC Coefficient of pressure difference between points equi-
distant from leading body generator, based on cross-
flow dynamic head

-C Mean value of AC
p p

C Local normal 3rce coefficient based on crossflown dynamic head

C Local side force coefficient baoed on crossflow dynamic

head

D Diameter of body (= I calibre)

Rma x  Maximum body radius at given axial station

Rmi n  Minimum body radius at given axial station

Re Reynolds number based on D/sina

a Angle of incidence

o Angular position relative to leading body generator

Roll angle

In equations 1, 2 and 3

b Breadth of wind tunnel

h Height of wind tunnel

L N  Point concentration of lift

m Integer defining column of vortex images y z mb

n Integer defining row of vortex images z = nh

U Velocity of undisturbed stream

1! Upwash function relating to horseshoe vortex.

W c Upwash function

wi  Interference upwash velocity

x Streamwise distance

- 23-
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y Spanwise distance from centre of tunnel

z Upward distance from centre of tunnel

Subscript

U ?efer to point concentration of lift
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